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Abstrat.
Surfaes in i-Al68Pd23Mn9 as observed with STM and LEED experiments
show atomi terraes in a Fibonai spaing. We analyze them in a bulk
tiling model due to Elser whih inorporates many experimental data. The
model has dodeahedral Bergman lusters within an iosahedral tiling T ∗(2F )
and is projeted from the 6D fae-entered hyperubi lattie. We derive
the ourrene and Fibonai spaing of atomi planes perpendiular to any
5fold axis, ompute the variation of planar atomi densities, and determine
the (auto-) orrelation funtions. Upon interpreting the planes as terraes at
the surfae we nd quantitative agreement with the STM experiments.
1 Introdution.
The bulk struture of the iosahedral phases i-AlPdMn, i-AlFeCu and their
modelling in terms of a 6D desription has been an ative researh eld for
more than one deade. From the many papers on this topi we mention only
a few. Many more referenes are quoted in these publiations. Katz and
Gratias [7℄ derive from previous work for i-AlFeCu a quasiperiodi network
of atomi positions. It is generated by three basi atomi windows related
to the 6D hyperubi F-lattie. They examine arefully the interatomi
distanes. De Boissieu et al. [2℄ determine for i-AlPdMn from X-ray and
neutron data in detail the deomposition of the atomi surfaes. All these
models use the 6D embedding, the parallel and the perpendiular spae.
Elser [4℄ generalizes and unies both these models and interprets them in
terms of lusters oupying the odd and even verties of the iosahedral tiling
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related to the 6D hyperubi P-lattie: The odd verties form the enters
of Bergman lusters, whih then around the even verties build up Makay
lusters. Additional atomi positions are related to this basi struture. The
Elser model was atually reated for the study of random tilings, but by
onstrution admits a perfet tiling struture whih then inorporates the
main experimental data whih have led to the models by Katz and Gratias
and by de Boissieu et al. As shown in [11℄, the Elser model an be taken as a
network of atomi positions in a tiling model, denoted by T ∗(2F ) and related
to the observed hyperubi F-lattie and -module. This tiling model will be
used in what follows. Its omposite atomi surfaes are losely related to
those of the Katz-Gratias model [7℄.
The surfae struture of i-Al68Pd23Mn9 perpendiular to 5fold axes has been
explored by various groups. Shaub et al. [15℄ applied sanning tunneling
mirosopy (STM) and low-energy eletron diration (LEED) to obtain
atomi sale information of a sputtered and annealed surfae. They observe
a sequene of 11 atomially at terraes. Two spaings of (4.22 ± 0.26)
and (6.78 ± 0.24) Å form a Fibonai string of the type LLSLLSLSLL.
Pentagonal holes of a single xed orientation appear within these terraes.
Gierer et al [5, 6℄ by dynamial LEED studies for a similarly prepared surfae
onrm the quasirystalline struture. To interpret their data they perform
dynamial diration alulations for assumed terminations of a model path
from the bulk model of de Boissieu et al. [2℄. They nd optimal agreement
for Al-rih terminations of high atomi density. A study by Ebert et al. [3℄ of
in-situ leaved surfaes revealed terraes only after annealing of the initially
rather rough surfae.
For the theory of quasirystals, the experiments raise the question what
quasiperiodi repetition pattern and what struture variation within planes
an be rigorously obtained from a bulk model of i-Al68Pd23Mn9. In the
present paper we address these questions in the desription by the tiling
model. We develop a quasiperiodi analysis similar to the one of rystal sur-
faes in terms of partiular netplanes. To obtain exat results we annot rely
on features seen in a model path. Instead we make full use of the tehnique
of windows or oding for quasiperiodi strutures. The general priniples of
the window tehnique have been desribed in several monographs on qua-
sirystals. We illustrate them on the well-known one-dimensional Fibonai
paradigm. We then apply the unique lifting and projetion method between
the physial (parallel) and the window (perpendiular) spae, alled the star-
map by Moody [14℄, to the iosahedral F-module, to the tiling, and to its
deoration. It turns out that our main results an be expressed in terms of
the one-dimensional Fibonai system.
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We now survey the model input and the ontent of the following setions.
Our bare tiling model has the following data: We adopt the T ∗(2F ) tiling
model projeted from the fae-entered hyperubi lattie (2F) ∼ D6 in E6.
Upon saling by a fator 2, the lattie (2F) omprises the even vertex points
(even index sum) of the full hyperubi lattie P whose projetion was given
in [9℄. For a full desription of the tiling and its projetion we refer to [10℄. Its
vertex points are projeted lattie points. We shall use two units of length:
©5 is the length along 5fold axes of the six basis vetors ei, i = 1, . . . , 6 of
the hyperubi lattie, projeted to the two invariant iosahedral subspaes
E‖ or E⊥ respetively. Along projeted 2fold axes we hoose the standard
length ©2 = 2√
τ+2
©5 . To onvert to atomi distanes in i-AlPdMn we adopt
from [4, 11℄ the τ -saled short edge length of the tiling,
s = τ©2 = 2τ√
τ + 2
©5 , ©5 → 4.56 Å. (1)
The window of the vertex points for the tiling is in E⊥ the triaontahedron
[8℄, [10℄ shown in Fig.5. The tiling is deorated aording to Elser [4℄ with
dodeahedral Bergman lusters [11℄. The midpoints of these Bergman lus-
ters are plaed on the projeted odd vertex points of the hyperubi lattie.
Their edge length is τ−1 ©2 = 2.96 Å , their height along a 5fold diretion is
2τ2
τ+2
©5 = 6.60 Å . For all other atomi positions, most of whih do not enter
the present analysis, we refer to [4, 11℄.
In setion 2 we develop the window tehnique for the bulk tiling and its planes
perpendiular to 5fold axes. We start in 2.1 with the Fibonai tiling and
explain the tehnique of windows. We briey desribe the iosahedral tiling
T ∗(2F ) for the F-phase, setion 2.2, and planes of vertex points perpendiular
to a 5fold axis in a 3D spae E‖, setion 2.3, and give their windows in E⊥.
We shift between these planes along Fibonai lines, setion 2.4, and show
that most of the vertex points belong to a system of shifted planes, setion
2.5. In setion 2.6 we interpret the terraes found in the STM experiment as
terminations of the bulk model. From the tiling model we prove the existene
of a full Fibonai sequene of planes and of a spaing as found in the STM
experiment, and we predit variations of the density of vertex points along
the sequene, with bounds from the observed Fibonai string.
In setion 3 we use the deoration of the tiling to infer more struture infor-
mation within the planes from other atomi positions of the tiling model. In
partiular we look for pentagonal strutures as seen in the STM experiments
[15℄. We onsider the dodeahedral Bergman lusters of the Elser model [4℄
on the tiling. The dodeahedra have two pentagonal vertex sets of the same
orientation perpendiular to a 5fold axis. The orresponding utting planes
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are transformed in subsetion 3.1 by lifting and projetion to the perpendi-
ular spae. Their window desription with respet to the triaontahedron is
derived. The orrelation with vertex points of the tiling gives rise to three
alternative models for the struture within planes. The predited density of
vertex points and pentagons is derived in exat form in setion 3.2. In sub-
setion 3.3 we ompute in losed form the Patterson funtion within planes
for vertex points and pentagon enters.
The bulk struture of the tiling model, analyzed here up to the level of
Bergman lusters, displays for the planes a repetition and struture pattern in
line with the terrae struture found in the experiments [15℄ whih stimulated
the present analysis. A omplementary approah to the terrae struture,
based on generating a model path, is given in [12℄ and onrms the present
analysis.
2 Tilings and windows.
2.1 Fibonai lines, their windows, and searh for the
string LLSLLSLSLL.
We reall the well-known projetion and window tehnique for the Fibonai
tiling T . We shall emphasize the window tehnique sine it will be needed
when we apply in setions 2.4-2.6 Fibonai lines to the iosahedral tiling.
Let Λ be the square lattie in 2D whose edge length we adjust for onveniene
to
√
τ + 2, τ = 1
2
(1 +
√
5). In a lattie basis the points of Λ are
x = n1e1 + n2e2. (2)
In a system of oordinates (x‖, x⊥) rotated by φ : c = cos(φ) = τ√τ+2 , s =
sin(φ) = 1√
τ+2
wrt. the natural basis, the basis vetors are
e1 = (c,−s)
√
τ + 2, e2 = (s, c)
√
τ + 2, (3)
and the oordinates of the lattie points beome
(x‖, x⊥) = (n1e1‖ + n2e2‖, n1e1⊥ + n2e2⊥) (4)
= (x‖(n1, n2), x⊥(n1, n2)) = (n1τ + n2,−n1 + n2τ).
The projetions (x‖, x⊥) form two τ -modules on orthogonal lines E‖, E⊥ re-
spetively. There is a unique map x‖(n1, n2) ⇔ x⊥(n1, n2) between these
modules, orresponding to the star map of Moody [14℄, and there is a unique
lifting of x‖(n1, n2) or x⊥(n1, n2) into a point of Λ. The projetions x‖(Λ), x⊥(Λ)
over E‖, E⊥ dense and uniformly.
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Upon hoosing in E⊥ the window f⊥ := (−1, τ ], whose length |w⊥| = τ +1 is
the projetion of a unit square to E⊥, the vertex set of the Fibonai tiling
T in E‖ is dened as
v(T ) = {x‖(n1, n2)|x⊥(n1, n2) ∈ f⊥}. (5)
The endpoints of the window are restrited in order to avoid ambiguities.
When T is lifted bak into Λ ∈ E2, it forms the vertex set of a ontinuous
stairase formed by edge lines as shown in Fig.1.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12
13 15 16 17 18 19 21 23 24
7
14 20 22
x2
x⊥
x‖
x1
−1
τ
1
Fig.1 The Fibonai tiling is the projetion of a stairase, formed by edge
lines in a square lattie, to a line E‖ of slope τ−1. The suessive verties x‖ of
the stairase may be enumerated by the single integer N = n1+n2. Projeted
to x‖, the edge lines form the Fibonai tiling with two tiles S,L of length 1, τ
respetively. The projetions x⊥(N) of the verties to the orthogonal spae
E⊥ fall into a window f⊥ = (−1, τ ] of length τ + 1.
The projetions of the steps to E‖ form the familiar Fibonai tiling with
two tiles S,T of length 1, τ respetively. With x‖ inreasing, adjaent tiles
form the vertex ongurations LS, LL, or LS respetively. The windows in
E⊥ for these vertex ongurations an be shown to form subwindows of f⊥
given by
fLS⊥ = (−1, 0] , (6)
fLL⊥ = (0, τ − 1] ,
fSL⊥ = (τ − 1, τ ] .
We now wish to ompare and analyze Fibonai tilings with dierent starting
points. Beause of the uniform dense overing, we may hoose in E⊥ an
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arbitrary initial point c⊥ ∈ w⊥ and assoiate to it an initial point of a tiling
T (c⊥). We label the initial vertex by (0, 0) ⇒ 0 and the suessive verties
of T (c⊥) by the single integer N = n1 + n2. From the window ondition we
an generate x‖(N), x⊥(N) step by step aording to
x⊥(N + 1) =
[
x⊥(N)− 1↔ (x⊥(N)− 1) ∈ f⊥,
x⊥(N) + τ ↔ (x⊥(N) + τ) ∈ f⊥.
]
, (7)
x‖(N + 1) =
[
x‖(N) + τ,
x‖(N) + 1.
]
,
The steps in E‖ propagate the tiling by a new tile L or S respetively. For
later purposes, like the determination of densities of points in setion 3.2, we
emphasize the propagation as a funtion of N in terms of the perpendiular
oordinate in the window.
4
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Fig.2 Four Fibonai lines starting at an LL vertex are oded by four initial
points in a vertial subwindow saled by τ−3. The vertial oordinate is
y⊥(N) of eq.(8). For steps numbered from 0 to 24, the lines onnet the
images in the window for these four points. Eah step produes in E‖ a long
or short interval of the orresponding Fibonai line.
We adjust the perpendiular oordinate to the midpoint of the window and
sale it by a fator τ to obtain the new variable
y⊥(N) := τx⊥(N)− 1
2
(8)
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whose window w⊥ =
(
−1
2
τ 3, 1
2
τ 3
]
now has the length |w⊥| = τ 3 with the
entral subwindow for LL vertex ongurations of length |wLL⊥ | = 1. It an
be shown that the subset of LL verties of the original tiling form another
Fibonai vertex set saled by a fator τ 3. The funtion y⊥(N) is plotted in
Fig.2 for four initial values from the subwindow wLL⊥ . This Figure illustrates
the variety of sequenes as a funtion of the initial value. Suessive values
are onneted by straight lines. The reason for starting at an LL subwindow
will beome apparent when we go to the iosahedral tiling in setion 2.4.
With the window tehnique we searh for the nite string LLSLLSLSLL
found in the terrae spaing of the experiment [15℄. For a Fibonai line
oded by the initial point y⊥(0) = −12 , this string ours at the points N= 9
. . . 19, ompare Figs. 2,6. For other initial points, the string would our at
some other step. We infer all possible ourrenes of the string as onditions
with respet to the window: The string will be stable under vertial shifts
∆y⊥(0) of the initial point as long as its highest value y⊥(17) and its lowest
value y⊥(14) do not pass the limits ±12τ 3 respetively of the window w⊥.
These window onditions are independent of the initial point. Clearly the
appearane of the string puts narrow bounds on the orresponding values of
y⊥, ompare setion 2.6.
2.2 Iosahedral tilings.
The onstrution of 3D tilings follows the paradigm given by the Fibonai
line. The projetions are now determined by requiring non-rystallographi
and in partiular iosahedral point symmetry after projetion. It is well-
known that an iosahedral tiling T P with two rhombohedral tiles arises by
iosahedral projetion to 3D from the primitive hyperubi P-lattie and
module in 6D [9℄.
In two orthogonal 3D spaes E‖, E⊥ we nd the six 5fold, ten 3fold and
fteen 2fold axes assoiated with the iosahedral group. The six primitive
basis vetor e1, . . . e6 of the hyperubi lattie upon projetion point along
5fold axes. Their length we denote by ©5 , and their diretions we hoose
as follows [10℄: In E‖ we take cos(e1‖, ei‖) = 1/
√
τ + 2, i = 2 . . . 6 and for
i = 2 . . . 5 pass from ei‖ to ei+1‖ by a rotation around e1‖ with angle 2pi/5.
In E⊥ we take cos(e1⊥, ei⊥) = −1/
√
τ + 2, i = 2 . . . 6 and for i = 2 . . . 5 pass
from ei⊥ to ei+1⊥ by a rotation around e1⊥ with angle 4pi/5. All vetors along
2fold axes arise from projetions of (ei ± ej), i 6= j. Their shorter length we
denote by ©2 = 2√
τ+2
©5 .
The iosahedral quasirystals i-AlFeCu and i-AlPdMn from their diration
pattern are indexed by the hyperubi fae-entered or F-lattie and -module
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rather than the primitive P-module. The hyperubi F-lattie, saled by a
fator 2 and denoted here as (2F), may be viewed as the subset of even lattie
points (even index sum) from the full hyperubi lattie in 6D.
Turning attention to this lattie and module, we briey summarize the on-
strution of the iosahedral tiling T ∗(2F ) assoiated with the F-lattie and
given in [10℄. In both 3D spaes we have 6D modules whose bases an be
formed for example from three short and three long vetors along three se-
leted 2fold axes. By the unique lifting and projetion, there is a one-to-one
map q‖ ⇔ q⊥, the star map of [14℄, between points q‖ and q⊥ of the two
modules in E‖ and E⊥. For simpliity we suppress the basis and the six
integers in q‖, q⊥ whih generalize eq.(4) and underlie this map. The vertex
points of the tiling T ∗(2F ) are, as a generalization of eq.(5), given by
v(T ∗(2F )) = {q‖|q⊥ ∈ triacontahedron}, (9)
i.e. the projetions q‖ ∈ E‖ of those lattie points whose projetions q⊥ ∈ E⊥
fall into the triaontahedral window, ompare Fig.5. The projetions {q⊥}
ll the triaontahedron dense and uniformly. The triaontahedron is the
iosahedral projetion to E⊥ of the Voronoi or Wigner-Seitz ell of the F-
lattie in 6D. The tiling T ∗(2F ) has six tetrahedral tiles. In its present simple
form we need only two tetrahedra with 3fold symmetry axis. The verties of
these two tetrahedra oinide with four even verties of the two rhombohedra
assoiated with the tiling T P . The simple form of the tiling T ∗(2F ) is fully
desribed by putting atoms into positions on the full rhombohedral tiles but
allowing for the distintion of even and odd verties, as is done in the Elser
model [4, 11℄. We shall need only the even and odd vertex points.
The relation of the tilings T ∗(2F ) and T P may be summarized as follows: The
triaontahedral windows for the vertex sets oinide. The modules dier from
one another: The (2F) module is the even submodule of the P module. By
expanding eah of the two 3fold symmetri tetrahedra bak into the orre-
sponding rhombohedron and dropping the distintion between even and odd
verties we an loally derive T P from T ∗(2F ).
2.3 Planes perpendiular to 5fold axes.
We turn to planes in the tiling T ∗(2F ). Fix in E‖ a 5fold axis parallel to e1‖
as in Fig.4 and onsider vertex points q‖ in a plane perpendiular to it. Next
we pass to E⊥, onsider the orresponding 5fold axis parallel to e1⊥ and the
images q⊥ of the vertex points q‖ from the plane under the one-to-one map.
It turns out that these images q⊥ ∈ E⊥ lie again in a plane perpendiular
to the 5fold axis. In addition they must be points from the triaontahedron.
Hene we get the result:
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Fig.3 Kepler's deomposition of the triaontahedron into a entral deagonal
prism Xx and two shells.
Prop 1: The window for vertex points q‖ from the tiling T ∗(2F ) in a xed
plane perpendiular to a 5fold axis is in E⊥ the intersetion of a plane per-
pendiular to the orresponding 5fold axis with the triaontahedron.
The triaontahedron is shown in Fig.5 in a view perpendiular to a 5fold
axis. The distane from the enter to a 5fold vertex is τ ©5 , where ©5 is the
standard length along a 5fold axis. The triaontahedron with respet to this
5fold axis has a entral deagonal prism of thikness
2τ−1
τ+2
τ ©5 . J. Kepler in
1619 [8℄ not only introdued the triaontahedron, but also visualized these
deagonal prisms and denoted them by the letters Xx, see Fig.3.
The entral deagonal prism of the triaontahedron when seen as a subwin-
dow for part of the tiling T ∗(2F ) has a partiular siginiane, as is shown in
[13℄: Any planar deagonal intersetion of the triaontahedron in E⊥ deter-
mines in E‖ an innite planar tiling TTT by two golden triangles, ompare
[1℄. With respet to the full 3D tiling T ∗(2F ), this planar subtiling is formed
by faes of tetrahedral tiles.
The planar intersetions of the triaontahedron outside the deagonal prism
are windows for planes of vertex points whih in general do not form a planar
tiling. From the uniform overing of the window it follows that the density
of vertex points in all planes is proportional to the area of its window, i.e.
of the orresponding intersetion of the triaontahedron. We shall ompute
this density in subsetion 3.2.
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2.4 Fibonai shifts between parallel planes.
The planar TTT subtiling has the property that through any vertex point
there passes at least one innite Fibonai line. In terms of its deagonal
subwindow this results from the geometri property that any interior point
belongs to at least one subwindow for an innite Fibonai line. In E‖ this
Fibonai line points along a 2fold axis assoiated with two vetors whose
length sales by τ . All subwindows for a xed Fibonai line are setions
of length τ 2 ©2 on parallel lines perpendiular to and bounded by opposite
retangular faes of a deagonal prism.
2′
5
2
Fig.4 Two typial perpendiular 2fold axes 2, 2′ an be hosen within a plane
with a 5fold axis 5. A plane perpendiular to this axis an be shifted from
the origin by vetors along these 2fold axes.
As the initial plane we shall hoose a referene plane whose vertex points
form a triangle TTT pattern. All these planes have the same highest density
of vertex points, see subsetion 3.2. To shift between planes perpendiular
to a xed 5fold axis, we shall use vetors along 2fold axes outside this plane.
From the orbit in E‖ of 2fold axis with respet to the 5fold one we pik two
perpendiular 2fold oplanar axes 2, 2′ whih form with the 5axis the angles
arccos( 1√
τ+2
) = 58.3 degrees, arccos( τ√
τ+2
) = 31.7 degrees, see Fig. 4. In the
notation of [10℄, we hoose the axis 5 along e1‖, the axis 2 along the short
and long vetors −(e2 + e3)‖, (e1 + e5)‖, and the axis 2′ along the short and
long vetors (e1 + e5)‖,−(e4 + e6)‖ respetively.
The vetors along the 2fold axis 2 from eq.(1) have the τ -saled model length
τ ©2 , τ 2 ©2 . By multipliation with the osine of the orresponding angle we
get the parallel spaings of planes perpendiular to the 5fold axis 5. These
spaings beome (
2τ
τ+2
©5 ) and ( 2τ2
τ+2
©5 ) respetively. By omparison, the
two vetors along the 2fold axis 2′ yield along the 5fold axis spaings saled by
a fator τ . Therefore the latter vetors will not generate additional parallel
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planes. We obtain the short and long spaings 4.08 and 6.60 Å respetively,
fully in line with the terrae spaing observed in [15℄ and quoted in setion 1.
So we have identied in the bulk tiling model the shift vetors whih generate
the terrae struture.
2
5
2′
Fig. 5 Three deagonal prisms of the triaontahedron in E⊥: The rst one
has its 5fold axis 5 in the vertial diretion. The seond and third prism have
opposite retangular faes perpendiular to two 2fold axes 2,2' oplanar with
the axis 5.
To assure that, starting from a xed plane, we generate by shifts an innite
system of parallel planes, we turn to E⊥. In E⊥ the three axes 2, 2′, 5 remain
oplanar but the diretions and angles of 2 and 2′ are interhanged, see Fig.5.
We get innite Fibonai lines along the axes 2,2' if the vetors along these
axes an be assoiated to deagonal prisms of the triaontahedron. Two
deagonal prisms with this property and assoiated with 2,2' respetively are
shown in Fig.5.
The initial referene plane was hosen with the triangle tiling and hene has
as its window a deagonal setion through the triaontahedron perpendiular
to the 5fold axis. An innite system of parallel planes will arise, provided that
we selet a starting point whih also belongs to a Fibonai window assoiated
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with vetors say along the axis 2. The projetion of the full Fibonai window
along the 5fold axis in E⊥ by multipliation with cos(2, 5) = 1√τ+2 beomes
2τ3
τ+2
©5 . The projetion of its entral subwindow for LL verties equals the
thikness
2
τ+2
©5 of the deagonal prism. We onlude that, among the parallel
planes shifted along the innite Fibonai line in the diretion 2, the referene
plane and in fat any dense plane ours at the LL verties.
We summarize the information obtained so far on parallel planes of vertex
points q‖ in the tiling T ∗(2F ), generated by Fibonai lines along 2fold axes:
Starting from a dense referene plane, we generate an innite set of parallel
planes. They follow a Fibonai spaing with perpendiular short and long
distanes
2τ
τ+2
©5 = 4.08 Å and 2τ2
τ+2
©5 = 6.60 Å, fully in line with the STM
observations of terraes. The dense planes our at all LL verties of the
generating Fibonai line. Other parallel planes in the set will have a lower
density of vertex points. The string LLSLLSLSLL analyzed in setion 2.1
an now be onverted into a sequene of parallel planes of varying density.
To omplete the analysis of parallel planes, we must nd out what fration
of all vertex points q‖ ∈ T ∗(2F ) is reahed within this innite sequene of
planes.
2.5 Parallel planes are onneted by Fibonai lines.
We wish to show that indeed we an reah from a xed dense referene plane
most vertex points q‖ by shifts along Fibonai lines. For this purpose we
onsider only those vertex points q‖ whih lie on at least one innite Fibonai
line. From the window side we know that this is the ase if q⊥ is a point
from any deagonal prism. There are six suh prisms, and this motivates the
denition of a new window:
Def 2: Deagonal prismXx approximation: We analyse only those points q⊥
of the triaontahedral window whih belong to at least one deagonal prism,
that is to the union ∪6jprismj . We omit in this approximation the points q⊥
from small parts of the triaontahedron lose to its 5fold verties, ompare
Fig.5.
The vertex points q‖, with q⊥ belonging to this new window, have the fol-
lowing properties:
Prop 3: Consider vertex points q‖ in a plane parallel to a xed dense TTT
innite referene plane. Among them there is a point on an innite Fibonai
line whih intersets (as a ontinuous line) the referene plane.
Proof: Through any point oded in the deagonal prism approximation there
runs at least one innite Fibonai line. If it intersets the referene plane
we are through. If it runs parallel to the referene plane, we an (proof omit-
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ted) in at most two parallel steps pass to another point with an interseting
Fibonai line.
Prop 4: If an innite Fibonai line intersets as a ontinous line a TTT
plane, it hits this plane in a vertex point.
Proof: The points of the innite referene plane form the verties of the planar
TTT subtiling by faes, the points of the non-parallel innite Fibonai line
form the verties of a linear subtiling by edges of the 3D tiling T ∗(2F ). Both
subtilings are parts, hene their intersetion is a vertex of the full tiling.
The two propositions allow us to ode in E⊥ planes of vertex points, parallel
in E‖ to a rst dense referene plane perpendiular to 5, by their intersetions
with Fibonai lines along the axis 2 of Fig.4:
Prop 5: Any vertex plane perpendiular to a 5fold axis has at least one point
onneted to the referene plane by an innite Fibonai line. Conversely, by
following all non-parallel Fibonai lines from the referene plane we reah
any parallel vertex plane.
We have shown that all vertex points q‖ suh that q⊥ belongs to the Kepler
Xx model appear in an innite sequene of parallel planes in the order and
spaing of a Fibonai line. The analysis of the 1D Fibonai system given
in subsetion 2.1 now applies to the 3D tiling. The stepwise generation in
E⊥ of the 1D Fibonai system shown in Fig. 2 an now be onverted into
a stepwise generation in E⊥ of parallel planes, enumerated by the integer
N: Starting at an LL vertex means starting at a dense plane. The value
of the perpendiular oordinate y⊥ yields the value of a oordinate ητ ©5 ,
−1 ≤ η ≤ 1 from the enter of the triaontahedron along the 5fold axis. The
expliit relation is
η(N) =
2τ−1
τ + 2
y⊥(N). (10)
In Fig.6 we plot the projetion of the triaontahedron together with the
values of y⊥(N) onneted by lines. Eah value determines the height of
a orresponding horizontal setion of the triaontahedron. Sine the point
density in the orresponding plane of the tiling is proportional to the area
of this setion, Fig.6 provides insight into the variation of this density from
step to step.
Note that within the Fibonai window we do not reah the highest absolute
values of η. For the additional points in Fig.6 see setion 2.6.
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Fig.6 Vertial values of y⊥(N) ∼ η(N) eq.(10) determine horizontal setions
in E⊥ of the triaontahedron as windows for planes. The values are onneted
by lines and follow the Fibonai oding. The total width of the vertial
window is
2τ2
τ+2
τ ©5 . The triaontahedron has the vertial diameter 2τ ©5 .
Numbers in the seond row assign planes orresponding to the terraes found
in [15℄. The bars 1−, 9−, 3+, 6+, 11+ mark values of η for additional low-
density planes of vertex points.
2.6 From planes to terraes at the surfae.
We have found in setion 2.4 from the bulk model sequenes of planes with a
spaing that agrees with the terrae spaing found in [15℄. We now interpret
terraes at the surfae as partiular planar terminations from the bulk tiling
model. From Fig.2 we have already identied a string in orrespondene
to the observed string of terraes. With the numbers 1 . . . 11 in the seond
horizontal row of Fig.6 we now assign planes and values η1 to eleven planes
whih orrespond to the spaing of eleven high or low terraes found in [15℄.
The numbers follow the terraes in a diretion into the bulk material.
The numbers η1 given in Table 1 are not unique, but the appearane of the
nite string puts narrow bounds on their range: Maximal shifts upwards by
∆η = 2τ
−1
τ+2
(2τ − 3) from N = 9 or downwards by ∆η = 2τ−1
τ+2
(−3τ + 5) from
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N = 14 are ompatible with the appearane of the string, but of ourse give
dierent values of the density and of the Patterson funtion.
As in the path analysis given in [12℄, there appear additional vertex planes in
E‖ with a spaing saled by τ−1 whih do not yield terraes in the experiment.
This narrow spaing annot be oded by a single Fibonai line. With respet
to the triaontahedron in Fig.5, it requires a vertial shift ∆η = 2τ
2
τ+2
in E⊥.
This shift an be produed by the sum of two vetors of length τ©2 pointing
along the axes 2 and 2′ in Fig.2 respetively. The summed vetor (not parallel
to the 5fold axis) onnets points in the triaontahedron only if the initial
point obeys
τ
τ+2
≤ |η| ≤ τ2
τ+2
. In the seletion of points of Fig.6 the values
η of the orresponding 5 nal points are denoted by 1−, 3+, 6+, 9−, 11+. The
± sign odes an additional vertex plane shifted in E‖ by 2τ−1τ+2 in units τ
©5 above or below the plane with the xed number. The positions of these
planes agree with the path analysis of [12℄. All these additional planes have
a very low density of vertex points.
In setion 3.2 we ompute the exat model density of vertex points in the
planes whih dereases with the absolute value of η1. From Fig.6 it an be
seen that the planes 3, 6, 9 in the string have the highest values of |η1| and
hene the lowest density. In the experiment [15℄ these planes orrespond to
terraes of minimum measured planar size.
3 Clusters, pentagonal faes and uts, and or-
relations in planes.
We proeed to an analysis of the more detailed model struture within the
planes. So far we looked at planes oupied by vertex points from the tiling.
The full set of atomi positions [4, 11℄ omprises more points in various
lasses. The repetition pattern and variation of the density for parallel planes
found in setion 2 is a general property of the tiling and applies to any set
of atomi positions within planes perpendiular to a 5fold axis. If atomi
positions of two dierent types appear within the same initial xed plane,
their repetition pattern and variation of density follows the same pattern as
found for vertex points, but may propagate from dierent initial onditions.
The relative density and the orrelation of dierent types of atomi positions
sitting within the same plane will then show systemati variations along a
sequene of planes.
We onsider in this setion additional atomi positions from the Bergman
lusters. The vertex positions of Bergman lusters on the tiling will pro-
due points in parallel planes. This holds true in partiular for top faes of
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Bergman lusters whih run perpendiular to the hosen 5fold axis. They
are of partiular interest as andidates for the pentagons found in [15℄. Upon
omparing the height of 6.60 Å for the Bergman lusters with the lowest
terrae spaing of 4.08 Å we already onlude that these lusters are ut at
quasirystal surfaes. A seond larger type of pentagons arises from a top ut
at the heigth of 4.08 Å through ve verties of the Bergman dodeahedra.
In the full model [4, 11℄ of AlPdMn these top fae pentagons have entral
atoms in a lowered entral position. Therefore these pentagon faes would
produe at their enters the observed holes in the terraes [15℄. We shall
examine the orrelation of both types of pentagons with vertex points of the
tiling.
3.1 Three models for orrelations of pentagons and ver-
tex points.
We analyze three signiant types of planes perpendiular to a 5fold axis
taken from the bulk model and explore the orrelation within these planes.
(i) In a rst model analysis the vertex points of the tiling dominate the
sequene of perpendiular planes, haraterized by the values η1 as before.
Consider the relation of the Bergman top pentagons with respet to these
planes. As mentioned in the introdution, the enters of the Bergman do-
deahedra take the positions of those (odd) points of the primitive P -lattie
whih are dropped when going from P to (2F). This has the onsequene that
the Bergman enters an be grouped into shifted planes perpendiular to a
5fold axis. The planar densities of Bergman lusters in these planes must
follow the same rules, minima, and maxima as given for vertex positions in
setions 2.4 and 3.2.
The height of the Bergman dodeahedra is suh that a 5fold vetor from the
plane to the enter, passing through a pentagonal fae, has the length and
diretion of a typial vetor e5‖, ompare Fig.7. With the hosen enumeration
of terraes we follow them in the diretion of the vetor e1‖, in the diretion
of the 5fold axis in Fig.4. Now we look for Bergman lusters with a enter
displaed below and a top pentagon within a xed plane of vertex points.
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e5‖
(e1 − e5)‖
Fig.7 A Bergman dodeahedron touhes with a top pentagon from below a
plane of vertex points marked by the top horizontal line. The vetor e1‖ points
downwards. A typial vetor downwards from the plane to the Bergman
enter is e5‖. A vetor like (e1− e5)‖− e5‖ runs from a planar pentagonal top
ut through the dodeahedron, marked by the lower horizontal line, to the
Bergman enter.
Transforming the vetor e5‖ from E‖ to E⊥, ompare setion 2.2, one nds
the oding points for all enters of the Bergman dodeahedra displaed by
e5⊥ against the diretion of the axis 5 of Fig.5, hene downwards in Fig.5,
from the plane oding the vertex points. So the planes with a orresponding
downwards shift ∆η = 1
τ+2
form another Fibonai sequene that odes the
Bergman enters. The shifted values η2 for this sequene are given in the
seond olumn of Table 1. In Fig.8 we show the two values η1, η2 as funtions
of N = 0, . . . , 24. If the vertial shift from the rosses to the irles equals
∆η = 1
τ+2
, the Bergman top pentagons touh the vertex plane from below.
This holds true exept for the planes N = 6, 11, 14, 19, see Fig.8. In the
Fibonai sequene of planes of vertex points this orrespond to an LS vertex,
but in the planes of Bergman faes to an SL vertex. Therefore no Bergman
top faes an appear in these planes of vertex points. In the string of planes
9 . . . 19→ 1 . . . 11 this would our at the planes 11, 14, 19→ 3, 6, 11. These
planes arry instead the larger Bergman top ut pentagons, see model (iii).
Figs.8,9 demonstrate that planes formed from atomi positions of dierent
type (vertex points or pentagon enters) follow the same Fibonai propa-
gation law. Due to systemati shifts in the parameter η for dierent types,
the orresponding densities, whih are funtions of this parameter, propagate
dierently even for atomi positions of dierent type within the same initial
plane.
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Fig.8. The values y⊥(N) ∼ η(N) for N = 0, . . . , 24 in model (i) determine
horizontal setions of the triaontahedron as windows for planes of vertex
points (η1, rosses) or of enters for Bergman top pentagons (η2, irles).
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Fig.9. The values y⊥(N) ∼ η(N) for N = 0, . . . , 24 in model (ii) determine
horizontal setions of the triaontahedron as windows for planes of enters
for Bergman top pentagons (η1, rosses) or of vertex points (η3, irles).
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(ii) In the seond model analysis of the planes determined by η1 we assume
that they are dominated by top pentagons of Bergman dodeahedra loated
below the plane, ompare Fig.9. The additional presene of vertex points on
these planes is now oded by a positive shift ∆η = 1
τ+2
. In Table 1 we give
the new values η3 for these vertex planes and show them in Fig.9. Additional
vertex points appear exept in the seleted planes 9, 17→ 1, 9.
(iii) In the third model analysis we assume that the planes determined by
η1 are dominated by pentagons, saled by τ and orresponding to top uts
through Bergman dodeahedra below the plane. A typial vetor from the
plane for this ut to the enter of the Bergman luster in the notation of
setion 2.2 is (−e5‖ + e1‖) − e5‖ indiated in Fig.7. The edge size ©2 = 4.78
Å of the pentagons would be in line with the holes observed in [15℄, and
it would also lead to a entral hole. Again we ask about the presene of
additional vertex points. From the relative position of these pentagons to
the vertex planes as shown in Fig.7 we dedue in E⊥ a shift ∆η = 2τ+1τ+2 . At
N = 0 this shift modulo the window size beomes −1
τ+2
whih then generates
the values η3 given in Table 1 and shown in Fig.9. Vertex points an our
only if the relative shift from rosses to irles is ∆η = η3 − η1 = 2τ+1τ+2 . This
happens only in the seleted planes 9, 17→ 1, 9, otherwise there are no vertex
points within these planes. A further shift analysis shows that any plane
ontaining Bergman top pentagons annot ontain Bergman ut pentagons
and vie versa. In model (iii) there appear Bergman top ut pentagons in
densest planes. A loser inspetion shows that these pentagons share verties
and form an almost onneted graph.
The three model ases onsidered yield three interpretations of bulk planes
as terminations for the terraes observed in [15℄, all in line with the relative
spaing. In ases (i,ii) the planes arry vertex points or pentagons orre-
sponding to the faes of Bergmann dodeahedra. In ase (iii) the planes
arry the larger ut pentagons and almost no vertex points.
3.2 Planar density of atomi positions.
We ompute the exat area F (η) of a planar setion of the triaontahedron
as a funtion of η,−1 ≤ η ≤ 1. This funtion is proportional to the exat
density of vertex points D(η) in the plane oded by this setion. The result
is
0 ≤ |η| ≤ τ
−1
τ + 2
: (11)
F (η) = (τ + 2)−3/2 [10τ ] ,
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τ−1
τ + 2
≤ |η| ≤ τ
τ + 2
:
F (η) = (τ + 2)−3/2
[
10τ − 5(τ + 2)
2
τ
(|η| − τ
−1
τ + 2
)2
]
,
τ
τ + 2
≤ |η| ≤ τ
2
τ + 2
:
F (η) = (τ + 2)−3/2[
10 + 5
(τ + 2)2
τ
(
τ 2
τ + 2
− |η|)2 − 5(τ + 2)2(|η| − τ
τ + 2
)2
]
,
τ 2
τ + 2
≤ |η| ≤ 1 :
F (η) = (τ + 2)−3/2
[
5(τ + 2)2(1− |η|)2
]
.
The funtion F (η) is plotted in Fig.10. The maximum is F (0) = 10τ(τ +
2)−3/2 = 2.3511, the maximum value of η for the Fibonai sequene of planes
is
|η| = τ 2(τ + 2)−1 = 0.7236. (12)
These values are marked by vertial and horizontal lines in Fig.10.
The density an be onverted into the absolute density of vertex points by
onsidering the densest planes with a triangle pattern and its verties: In
the triangle pattern, eah triangle ontributes, beause of the sum
1
2
2pi of its
angles, a weight
1
2
to the number of vertex points. In terms of the short edge
length s, the area f1, f2 and relative frequeny ν1, ν2 of the large and small
triangle are
f1 = s
2 τ
4
√
τ + 2, f2 = τ
−1f1, ν2 = τ−1ν1, (13)
These expressions yield for the density of vertex points (number of verties
per unit area) the value
D(0) =
1
2f1
τ 3
τ + 2
= s−2
2τ 2
(τ + 2)3/2
(14)
In the present model we put for the short edge length s = τ ©2 = τ 2√
τ+2
©5 and ©5 = 4.56 Å eq.(1) to obtain the model value
Dmax,(i) = D(0) = 12.6 · 10−3Å−2. (15)
The density of vertex points in a plane for xed η is now omputed as
D(η) = D(0)
F (η)
F (0)
. (16)
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The lowest density in a Fibonai sequene of planes from eqs.(14,15) is
Dmin =
1
2τ
D(0) = 0.3090D(0). (17)
These values of the density refer to vertex positions in the tiling. All other
atomi positions on the tiles will of ourse lead to other spei atomi den-
sities and orrelations.
The maximum density of vertex points, assoiated with model (i), is given
in eq. (16). The same maximal density applies to the enters of Bergman
top faes in model (ii). Eah pentagon ontributes 5 vertex positions whih
would yield a fator 5 for the pentagon vertex density. For model (iii) with
the larger pentagons, the maximum density of enters is still the same. For
the density of pentagon verties one should not multiply by a fator 5: It
turns out that these larger pentagons in a dense plane an share verties. An
exat omputation of the maximum density for the verties of large pentagons
yields (proof omitted)
Dmax,(iii) =
7τ + 4
τ 3
Dmax,i = 3.6180Dmax,(i). (18)
From the density we an ompute the average distane by omparison for
example with a tiling by equilateral triangles. For suh a tiling, the density
of points is related to the edge length t by
D3(t) = t
−2 2√
3
(19)
If we equate this density with the expression eq.(15) found in the dense vertex
planes, we obtain an equivalent distane teq = 9.5 Å .
In olumns 5-7 of Table 1 we give F for the three values of η. Note that, in
view of the three models disussed in subsetion 3.1 , the three values of F
in a row do not always refer to the same plane.
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Fig.10 The funtion F (|η|) for a plane xed by η ≥ 0 is in E⊥ the area of a
planar setion of the triaontahedron. The horizontal line marks the lowest
value of F , the vertial line the highest value of |η| in a Fibonai sequene
of planes. In E‖, F (|η|) is proportional to the density of points or pentagon
enters within a plane.
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Table 1: The values η1, η2, η3 as funtions of N = 0, . . . , 24 ode inside
the triaontahedron Fibonai sequenes of planes perpendiular to a 5fold
axis. These values are assoiated alternatively with vertex points, pentagonal
faes and uts of Bergman dodeahedra. Columns 5 − 7 give the value of
F (ηi), equal to the area of planar setions through the triaontahedron and
proportional to the relative density of points. The rows 9 . . . 19 are put in
orrespondene with the terraes 1 . . . 11 of [15℄.
N η1 η2 η3 F (η1) F (η2) F (η3)
0 -0.1708 -0.4472 0.1056 2.3511 1.9021 2.3511
1 0.7236 0.4472 -0.4472 0.7265 1.9021 1.9021
2 0.1708 -0.1056 0.4472 2.3511 2.3511 1.9021
3 -0.3820 -0.6584 -0.1056 2.0891 1.0541 2.3511
4 0.5125 0.2361 -0.6584 1.6746 2.3261 1.0541
5 -0.0403 -0.3167 0.2361 2.3511 2.2260 2.3261
6 -0.5931 0.5777 -0.3167 1.3507 1.4162 2.2260
7 0.3013 0.0249 0.5777 2.2510 2.3511 1.4162
8 -0.2515 -0.5279 0.0249 2.3129 1.6164 2.3511
9 0.6430 0.3666 -0.5279 1.1269 2.1259 1.6164
10 0.0902 -0.1862 0.3666 2.3511 2.3497 2.1259
11 -0.4626 0.7082 -0.1862 1.8512 0.8067 2.3497
12 0.4318 0.1554 0.7082 1.9508 2.3511 0.8067
13 -0.1210 -0.3974 0.1554 2.3511 2.0495 2.3511
14 -0.6738 0.4971 -0.3974 0.9796 1.7311 2.0495
15 0.2207 -0.0557 0.4971 2.3365 2.3511 1.7311
16 -0.3321 -0.6085 -0.0557 2.1982 1.2835 2.3511
17 0.5623 0.2859 -0.6085 1.4800 2.2733 1.2835
18 0.0095 -0.2669 0.2859 2.3511 2.2969 2.2733
19 -0.5433 0.6276 -0.2669 1.5565 1.1980 2.2969
20 0.3512 0.0748 0.6276 2.1600 2.3511 1.1980
21 -0.2016 -0.4780 0.0748 2.3456 1.7986 2.3511
22 0.6928 0.4164 -0.4780 0.8851 1.9966 1.7986
23 0.1400 -0.1364 0.4164 2.3511 2.3511 1.9966
24 -0.4128 -0.6892 -0.1364 2.0070 0.9033 2.3511
The three models (i,ii,iii) given in subsetion 3.1 yield dierent density values
F . In model (i), the density of vertex points and enters of Bergman top faes
is given by F (η1) and, with exeptions, by F (η2). In the plane 16 → 8, the
density of Bergman faes beomes D = 6.8 10−3 Å−2. respetively. In model
(ii), the density of Bergman top faes and vertex points is given by F (η1)
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and with exeptions by F (η3). respetively. In model (iii), the density of
Bergman top uts is again given by F (η1).
The density of pentagonal holes in the experimental data [15℄ has approxi-
mately [12℄ the value D = 4.2 10−3 Å−2. This value would favour model (i)
with Bergman top faes in planes dominated by vertex points.
3.3 Patterson analysis in planes.
Consider the general Patterson funtion P (x‖) of a quasiperiodi point set
with a window W at eah point of the lattie Λ. Let v‖ be a shift vetor
projeted from a lattie vetor v. Let χ(x⊥) be the harateristi funtion of
the window W for the lattie points projeted to E⊥.
Prop 6: The Patterson funtion in E‖ at x‖ = x− x⊥ is given by
P total(x‖) =
∑
v∈Λ
δ(x‖ − v‖)
∫
W
χ(x⊥)χ(x⊥ − v⊥)dx⊥ =
∑
v∈Λ
δ(x‖ − v‖)P (v⊥).
(20)
We shall put P (v‖) = P (v⊥). A Patterson analysis within a plane perpen-
diular to the 5fold axis 5 with a xed shift vetor v‖ parallel to this plane
involves the following notions in E⊥: Consider the orresponding planar se-
tion of the triaontahedron with an intersetion at η τ ©5 along the 5fold axis
5. The values of η for the 11 seleted planes are given in Table 1 both for
the vertex points and for the enters of Bergman dodeahedra touhing the
vertex plane from below. The area of the planar setion is proportional to
the density D(η) of vertex points. The terraes 2,5,10 in this interpretation
are dense vertex planes. The terraes 2 and 7 have the highest, the terrae
6 has the lowest density of Bergman faes.
The Patterson funtion from Prop.4 is omputed as follows: Shift the planar
setion by the vetor v⊥ parallel to itself. Compute the area of the interse-
tion of the shifted and unshifted setion. This area is proportional to the
value of the Patterson funtion in E‖ at the point v‖. The value of P (0) is
proportional to the density of points. We may also normalize by plotting
P (v‖)/P (0).
In a irle approximation we proeed as follows:
We use the exat area F (η) of a planar setion of the triaontahedron as a
funtion of η.
For any xed value of η we ompute the radius r(η) of a irle with the same
area as the setion, hene
r(η) :=
√
pi−1F (η). (21)
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This amounts to replaing the triaontahedron by a rotational surfae whose
irular areas (and hene density values) for any η are equal to the ones
of the triaontahedron. Then we approximate the Patterson funtion by
using these irles instead of the polygonal setions as funtions of η. In this
approximation, the Patterson funtion only depends on |v⊥|.
The Patterson funtion P has a smooth behaviour in terms of the two vari-
ables η and v⊥. This expression is shown in Fig.11. For v⊥ = 0 it redues to
the funtion F (η) and for v⊥ = 2r(0) it must go to zero.
v⊥
2
1.5
1
0.5
0.5
1
1.5
2
0.2
0.4
0.8
1
0.6
0
η
0
P (η, v⊥)
Fig.11 The Patterson funtion P (η, v⊥). For v⊥ = 0 it redues to F (η).
For the plane number 16 → 8, we give in Figs. 12-14 the values of the Pat-
terson funtion P for η1, η2, η3, represented by areas of irles, as a funtion
of the 11 points v‖ seleted in a plane as in [15℄.
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0
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0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-8 -6 -4 -2 0
Figs.12-14. The Patterson funtion P orresponding to the values N = 16→
8 for the values η1, η2, η3 from Table 1, represented by the area of irles in
a plane. The upper right-hand irle stands for 0 : v‖ = 0, the rst point I ′
to its left is at a distane |v‖| = 7.78 Å the others are labelled by roman
numbers I . . .X in orrespondene to [15℄.
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In Figs.15-17 we present the same values as a funtion of the 10 roman
numbers whih label peak positions v‖. It an be seen that P (η2) yields the
lowest density and the strongest relative variation, P (η1) and P (η3) are very
similar, but the latter yields the highest density.
2.25
2
1.75
1.5
1.25
0.75
I' II IV VI VIII X
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
I' II IV VI VIII X
2
1.75
1.5
1.25
0.75
I' II IV VI VIII X
Figs.15-17. Patterson funtion P as in the previous Figure as a funtion
of the roman indies I ′, I, . . .X for the three values η1, η2, η3 from top to
bottom.
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We an now ompare the three dierent models (i,ii,iii) of the terrae stru-
ture given in subsetion 3.1 in terms of the Patterson data for terrae 8.
Model (i) yields the lowest value of the Patterson data for the Bergman top
faes, along with a larger value for the vertex points. Models (ii) and (iii)
give the same larger values of the Patterson funtion for the small or the
large top pentagons, but dier in the presene or absene of vertex points
respetively. All three models are ompatible with the qualitative set of
experimental Patterson data [15℄.
4 Conlusion.
We analyze a tiling model for the surfae struture of i-Al68Pd23Mn9 qua-
sirystals perpendiular to a 5fold axis. The surfaes are interpreted as ter-
minations in atomi planes from the bulk tiling model deorated by Bergman
lusters. The model is analyzed in a window approah. The quasiperiodi
relations between planes oupied by atoms are rigorously and quantitatively
derived from the bulk model. Sequenes of planes are shown to be generated
and onneted by innite Fibonai lines running through the tiling. Both
the density and the Patterson data for dierent types of atomi positions are
omputed in losed form and shown to vary strongly between the planes.
In the planes we onsider vertex positions of the tiling and pentagonal posi-
tions arising from faes or top uts through the Bergman lusters. Changes
of their orrelation between the planes are analyzed in three alternative mod-
els. The pentagonal holes observed in [15℄ admit an interpretation in terms
of these pentagons. If they arise from the Bergman top pentagons, their
observed larger size must reet a loal reonstrution of the surfae. If they
arise from the Bergman top ut pentagons, they agree with the observed size.
The geometry, the spaing, the density and the Patterson funtions are om-
puted from the bulk model. The sequene and spaing of terraes and the
available Patterson data from [15℄ are well reprodued. The observed Fi-
bonai string of planes yields information on the density of atomi posi-
tions. The observed size of the terraes shows some orrelation with the
model struture in the planes.
More detailed experimental studies of the terrae struture in i-quasirystals
are suggested.
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